PROGRAM

First International Congress on Reforming the Management System of Road Safety
Ukrainian chamber of commerce and industry,
Velyka Zhytomyrska Str. 33, Kyiv

(June 22-23, 2017, Kyiv)

June 22 (Thursday)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:45 - 10:00</td>
<td>Registration of participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 - 10:10</td>
<td>Opening, Greeting of Congress organizers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gennadiy Chyzhykov, President of Ukrainian CCI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10 - 11:40</td>
<td>Plenary session №1: &quot;State policy in the field of road safety. The main directions and priorities. Best practices&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Venue: Exhibition and congress hall GRAND HALL

Speakers:
- Volodymyr Kistion, Vice Prime Minister of Ukraine
- Ihor Didenko, Chairman of the Subcommittee on road traffic safety of the Committee of Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on transport
- Daniel Jacques, Support group for Ukraine, European Commission
- Istvan Heinczinger, Senior Sector Specialist, Transport Mobility Department, EIB
- Lars Ekman, PhD in Traffic Safety, Swedish Transport Administration
- Joop Goos, Former President of the International for Road Safety (PRI), Director of International Road Safety Film Festivals, the Netherlands
- Denis Karelskyh, Director of "Safe Roads in Ukraine"

Moderator:
- Mykhailo Berlin, Chairman of the Public Union "All-Ukrainian Partnership for Road Safety"
- Olexander Chaliy, Head of supervisory board of Public Union "All-Ukrainian Partnership for Road Safety
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:40 –12:30</td>
<td>Coffee-break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 -14:00</td>
<td><strong>Plenary session №2:</strong> “Aims and objectives of authorities in the context of the Strategy of improving of road safety in Ukraine up to 2020”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Venue:** Exhibition and congress hall GRAND HALL

**Speakers:**
- **Roman Chernega**, Head of the State Service of Ukraine for Labor
- **Artem Bidenko**, State Secretary of the Ministry of Information Policy of Ukraine
- **Ulyana Nadia Suprun**, Acting Minister of Health of Ukraine
- **Yevgen Kravtsov**, First Deputy Minister of Infrastructure of Ukraine
- **Olga Bogomolets**, Chairman of the Committee of Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on Health
- **Denis Yastreb**, Chairman of the National Commission for State Regulation of Financial Services Markets
- **Pavlo Khobzey**, Deputy Minister of Education and Science of Ukraine
- **Olexander Gorgan**, Head of Kyiv Regional State Administration
- **Oleksiy Biloshitsky**, First Deputy Chief of the Patrol Department, the National Police of Ukraine
- **Ionel Mihai**, Representative of the Consultative Mission of the European Union to Ukraine

**Moderator:**
- **Volodymyr Poluyev**, TV presenter of "112 Ukraine"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14:00 - 15:00</td>
<td><strong>Lunch</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00 - 17:00</td>
<td><strong>Work in sections</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Section №1:** "The economic mechanism of road safety increasing"

**Venue:** room №405*

**Speakers:**
- **Olena Shchetinina**, Head of the Department of Applied Mathematics of Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics
- **John Worthington**, a senior transport economist, Egis
- **Olexander Gladun**, Deputy Director for Research of the Institute of Demography and Social Studies of M.V. Ptukha, NAS of Ukraine
- **Iryna Zapatrina**, Chairman of the Ukrainian Center on promotion of public-private partnership, Doctor of Economics
- **Maxim Kulikov**, Development Director of "Safe Roads of Ukraine"
- **Olga Hamankova**, Head of the Department of insurance of Kyiv National Economic University of Vadym Hetman
- **Irada Dzhalladova**, Head of the Department of mathematics and computer information security, Kiev National Economic University of Vadym Hetman
- **Valery Samsonkin**, Science Editor of Ukraine-Israel Institute of Strategic Studies of Golda Meir
- **Svitlana Kartashova**, Professor of the Department of Applied Mathematics of Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics
- **Olga Kharlamova**, Head of advisory and diagnostic Department of the State Institution "Scientific practical medical rehabilitation and diagnostic center of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine"
**Areas of discussion:**

- Economic approach to management of the system of road safety.
- Scientific approaches to assess the value of human life.
- Methodology of socio-economic losses from road accidents.
- Justification of mechanism for the efficient allocation of investment in road safety.
- International experience of countries in advanced motorization and its adaptation to Ukrainian realities.
- The cost of living: medical and psychological aspects.

**Moderators:**
- Sergiy Pirozhkov, Vice President of NAS of Ukraine, Head of Section of Social and Human Sciences of Ukraine, Head of statistics and econometrics of Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics
- Olena Shchetinina, Head of the Department of Applied Mathematics of Kyiv National University of Trade and Economics

---

**Section №2:**

"Protecting the interests of victims of accidents"

**Venue:** Hall before the conference-hall CHAMBER COLISEUM*

**Speakers:**
- Lyudmila Denisova *, Chairman of the Committee of Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on social policy, employment and pensions
- Galyna Tretyakova, CEO of Ukrainian Insurance Federation
- Igor Honin, Deputy Director of the Department of Social Protection of Persons with Disabilities, Head of social policy for persons with disabilities, Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine
- Volodymyr Shevchenko, Director General of MTSBU
- Mariana Onufrik *, Director of social programs of the Institute of Social and Economic Research
- Oleg Panchenko, Director of the State Institution "Scientific practical medical rehabilitation and diagnostic center of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine," President of NGO "Ukrainian professional psychiatric league"
- Olga Makogon, Association of Lawyers of Ukraine
- Denis Yastreb, a Member of the National Commission for State Regulation of Financial Services Markets
- Denis Koniuško, lawyer of "Insurance Lawyer"
- Ionel Mihai, Representative of the Consultative Mission of the European Union to Ukraine
- Petro Horpynychuk, Representative of the Consultative Mission of the European Union to Ukraine

**Areas of discussion:**

- Fair financial compensation to victims and their families for the loss of a breadwinner as a result of an accident.
- Accidents: crime or punishment?
- Compensating victims of road accidents: Ukrainian realities.
- Practice of compensations on life and health by insurance companies in Third Party Only system.
- Estimation of "fair" compensation in case of death and disability.
- Materials of lawsuits on compensation of payments as a result of accidents and analysis on jurisprudence.
- Regulations that determine compensation practices.
- International Convention on the rights of the disabled.
- Medical and psychological aspects of rehabilitation of victims of road accidents.

**Moderators:**
- Leonid Ilchuk, Deputy Director of the Institute of Labor and Employment of Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine and NAS of Ukraine
- Uliana Pcholkina, presenter in NewsOne Channel

**Section №3:**
"Prevention of child road traffic injuries"

**Venue:** Exhibition and congress hall LOUNGE ZONE

**Speakers:**
- Sergiy Dyatlenko, Deputy director of the Department of Secondary and Primary Education, Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine
- Tamara Panasliuk, Head of Early Childhood Education Division of Secondary and Primary Education Department, Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine
- Ivan Hohlenkov, Director of recreation and spa treatment of Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine
- Tatiana Voloshin, Chief inspector of prevention of road traffic injury control, Road Safety Preventive Department of the National Police of Ukraine
- Alla Nehriyenko, Head of children's movement "School Safety"
- Volodymyr Ponomarenko, Chairman of the Ukrainian public organization "All-Ukrainian Union of teachers and trainers"
- Nadiya Yamnenko, Coordinator on first aid of the National Committee of Red Cross Society of Ukraine
- Virhiniyus Strolya, Chief editor of the publishing house "Baltia-Druk"
- Tetyana Koshel, Director of LLC "Polygraph Service" Publishing"
- Andriy Fedoseev, Leading instructor of the educational center of LLC "Pride Motor"
- Representatives of the Departments of education and science of regional and Kyiv state administrations *

**Areas of discussion:**
- The current regulatory and educational - methodological framework for the prevention of child road traffic injuries.
- Educational programs on prevention of road traffic injuries.
- Regional programs on prevention of road traffic injuries
- Current problems in the organization and implementation of social campaigns aimed at preventing of road traffic injuries, especially children's injuries

**Moderator:**
- Tatyana Voloshina, Chief Inspector of the Department of of road accidents prevention, the National Police of Ukraine
- Nataliya Storozhyk, Head of the press service of DPO of the Interior Ministry of Ukraine

**Section №4:**
“The formation and implementation of State policy in the field of road safety in automobile”
Speakers:
- Yuriy Lavrenyuk *, Deputy Minister of Infrastructure of Ukraine
- Volodymyr Zverev *, Assistant to the Head of the National Police of Ukraine
- Anton Schelkunov, Head of the Department of transport safety and technical regulations
- Michaylo Nonyak *, Chairman of the State Service of Ukraine on Transportation Safety
- Yuri Nazarov, director of the Department of information - communication technologies, Kyiv City State Administration
- Oleg Golubenko, CEO DEKRA Expert Ukraine
- Jan Valent, Key Road Expert
- Arseniy Habutdinov, Head of the Department of Transportation Safety, SE "DerzhavtotrasNDIproekt"
- Raz Peleg, Regional sales director, Mobileye Vision Technologies Ltd
- Denis Karelskyh, Director of "Safe Roads in Ukraine"
- Konstantyn Zharov *, Deputy Director for Science SE "DerzhavtotrasNDIproekt"
- Mykola Dmytrychenko *, Rector of National Transport University (NTU)
- Volodymyr Polishchuk*, Head of the Department "Transport systems and transport safety" of the National Transport University (NTU)
- Volodymyr Sakhno *, Head of the Department "Automobiles" of the National Transport University (NTU)
- Ivan Nahlyuk, Head of Kharkiv National Automobile and Road University (KHNARU)
- Orest Klympush *, Chairman of the Federation of Employers of Transport of Ukraine
- Iryna Serdyuk, Junior Researcher, practical psychologist of State Institution "Scientific-practical medical rehabilitation and diagnostic center of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine"
- Yaroslava Stanyshevska, Deputy director of Nursing of State Institution "Scientific-practical medical rehabilitation and diagnostic center of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine"

Areas of discussion:
- Contribution to road safety of technical regulations tools in the vehicle.
- The introduction in Ukraine of proof of professional competence of executives, managers on traffic and drivers of commercial motor vehicles.
- Directions of safety improve of commercial traffic.
- Economic regulations of the passenger safety of commercial traffic.
- What will the introduction in Ukraine of a European system of suitability of vehicles for operation give.
- Medical and psychological emergency security problems.
- Role of pre-regular and after-regular reviews to ensure continuous monitoring of health professional drivers
- The impact of the technical state of vehicles on road safety. Experience of DEKRA.

Moderators:
- Anatoliy Redzyuk, Director of SE "DerzhavtotrasNDIproekt"
- Andriy Gorpynyuk, Deputy Director for Science of SE "DerzhavtotrasNDIproekt"

Section №5:
"The safety of roads and road infrastructure"

Venue: Exhibition and congress hall GRAND HALL
Speakers:
- **Andrei Biryukov**, Executive Director of PO “HiTech Office”, counselor to the First Deputy Prime Minister - Minister of Economic Development and Trade of Ukraine
- **Yevhen Bulakh**, Transport Specialist, The World Bank
- **Eric Hoyrup**, Team leader/Road Safety Management Expert, “Modernization and Safety Improvements of the Road Network in Ukraine Project” project, Egis
- **Anna Yurchenko**, Deputy Head of the Department on strategy and coordinating the work, Ukravtodor
- **Andriy Chabanivsky**, Deputy Director of the Department of road network, Ukravtodor
- **Valery Vyrozheksky**, First Deputy Director for Science of SE "DerzhdorNDI"
- **Artem Bezugy**, Deputy Director for Science of SE "DerzhdorNDI"
- **Olexander Holotsvan**, Head of road safety division of operation of roads department of State Agency of roads of Ukraine
- **Tetyana Bondar**, Head of road safety department of SE "DerzhdorNDI"
- **Mykola Gukov**, President of the Public Union "Society of Ukrainian producers of geospatial data"
- **Andriy Voznyuk**, Senior research associate of SE "DerzhdorNDI"
- **Vasyl Budzhak**, Head of Roads Service in Ivano-Frankivsk region
- **Dmytro Nowakowski**, Senior Fellow
- **Oleksiy Minakov**, Research Associate, Department of construction and operation of highways, HNADU
- **Rami Hamad**, Head of Laboratory, LLC «Altcom Road Construction»
- **Oleksiy Vinnychuk**, director of the traffic safety department of PJSC "Ukrzaliznytsya"
- **Andriy Melnychuk**, deputy director of the traffic safety department PJSC "Ukrzaliznytsya"
- **Vladimir Krot**, Director of engineering and technical support of PJSC "Ukrzaliznytsya"
- **Aleksandr Nakhaienko**, The head of "PMY Engineering"
- **Andriy Rezunenko**, Head of the design bureau "Radiy"
- **Valeriy Shirin**, Professor, Department of organization and road safety HNADU
- **Vadym Gumeniuk**, Engineer and inventive patent of the State Institution "Scientific practical medical rehabilitation and diagnostic center of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine"

Areas of discussion:
- Safety of roads and road infrastructure.
- Evaluation of road infrastructure and improve of safety planning, design, construction and operation of roads.
- Harmonization of standards for the design and construction of roads in accordance with EU standards and best practices of other countries.
- Method of accounting data on accidents.
- Assessment spots of accidents and its elimination.
- Implementation of projects of building roads with loans of EIB and EBRD.
- The concept of the State target economic program on the development of public roads of national importance in the years 2018-2022.
- Evaluation of the socio-economic costs of road accidents.
- Ways to improve traffic safety on public roads (accounting data on accidents, assessment of spots).
- The program complex to identify locations / sections of roads that do not meet modern traffic safety movement and determine the causes of this discrepancy.
- Safety of road infrastructure in the tasks and activities of the Strategy improving road safety in Ukraine by 2020.
- Organization of traffic in places of road works.
- Accidents at railway crossings and ways to improve safety.
- An integrated approach in the Road Service of Ivano-Frankivsk region to create safe conditions for road users.
- Non-capital-intensive measures of road safety.
- Information technologies in ensuring road safety
- Effect of cross-deformations profiles covering road on road safety
- Strengthening the financial base of road maintenance services as a key factor in improving road safety
- Energy efficient lighting of roads and pedestrian crossings.

Moderators:
- Vasyl Nahaychuk, Director of State Enterprise "State Road Research Institute of M. Shulgin" (SE "DerzhdorNDI ")

Section №6:
"Opportunities for local governments in the organization of system of road safety"

Venue: “Kyivdorservice”

Speakers:
- Mykola Povoroznyk, Deputy Head of Kyiv City State Administration
- Eugene Vodovozov, Deputy Mayor of Kharkov city on infrastructure
- Rudolph G.Bolsius, Member of PRI specialist in marketing, project management Road Safety
- Bogdan Aganin, Acting Head of the Department of road safety division, monitoring and analytical support of Police Patrol Department
- Pavlo Zhabitsky, General Director, LLC "Rostok-Elekom"
- Vadyslav Antonov, Editor of media resource "DTP Kyiv UA"
- Oleksiy Shevchuk, Deputy chairman of the NGO "DTP Kyiv UA"
- Sergiy Polishko, Head of implementation and operation service of KP "Kyivdorservice"
- Olga Ryabukha, Head of Legal Department of KP "Kyivdorservice"
- Roman Schultz, Dean, Geoinformation systems management areas Faculty, Kyiv National University of Construction and Architecture
- Victor Kozoriz, Chairman of the Union of pedestrian protection "For the safety of pedestrians"
- Representatives of cities: Minsk, Zhytomyr, Ivano-Frankivsk, Lviv, Vinnytsia, Kramatorsk.

Areas of discussion:
- The current situation of road safety and accident rate in Kyiv and cities of Ukraine.
- Legal regulation of road safety organization. Major weaknesses and threats.
- Spots of accidents. Accounting, analysis and its elimination.
- The current state of infrastructure of road safety in Kyiv and cities of Ukraine.
- Presentation of Automatic Traffic Management System (ATMS) built on the basis of KP "Kyivdorservice"
- Urban mobility plan by the example of the Netherlands.
- Minsk city, experience of implementing the program "Good road".

Moderator:
- Victor Cherniy, Director of KP “Kyivdorservice”
Section №7:
“Medical and psychological measures of road safety, treatment and rehabilitation of victims of road accidents”

Venue: Exhibition and congress hall CHAMBER MEDIA (room №101)

Speakers:
- Olga Bogomolets *, Chairman of the Committee of Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on Health
- Anatoliy Jena, Chairman of the Association of psychophisiologists of Ukraine
- Representative of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine *
- Vasyl Maslyuk, Director of "Expert training center" LTD
- Vitaliy Krylyuk, Head of State Institution "Ukrainian scientific-practical center of emergency medical care and disaster medicine of Ministry of Health of Ukraine"
- Eugene Moroz, Director of State Institution "Ukrainian scientific-practical center of emergency medical care and disaster medicine of Ministry of Health of Ukraine"
- Vyacheslav Pechyborsch, Head of the Department of State Institution "Ukrainian scientific-practical center of emergency medical care and disaster medicine of Ministry of Health of Ukraine"
- Sergiy Satcyk, Head of the Department of State Institution "Ukrainian scientific-practical center of emergency medical care and disaster medicine of Ministry of Health of Ukraine"
- Sergiy Strafun, Deputy Director for Science of SI "Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics of NAMN of Ukraine"
- Roman Derkach, Deputy chief doctor of SI "Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics of NAMN of Ukraine"
- Olexander Vladimirov, Head of the department of "Medical Rehabilitation, Physiotherapy and Sports Medicine" of National Medical Academy of Postgraduate Education of P. Shupyk
- Albert Feldman, Director of Ukrainian-Israeli Institute for Strategic Studies of Golda Meir
- Arthur Kaziyev, Head of the International Department of clinical and rehabilitation center "Levinstein" Israel
- Valeriy Samsonkin *, Scientific editor of Ukrainian-Israeli Institute for Strategic Studies of Golda Meir
- Anastasia Kabanceva, Candidate of psychological sciences, researcher of the State Institution "Scientific practical medical rehabilitation and diagnostic center of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine"
- Olga Kharlamova, Head of advisory and diagnostic Department of the State Institution "Scientific practical medical rehabilitation and diagnostic center of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine"
- Sergiy Radchenko, Academic Secretary, Head of the Department of neuroscience and neurorehabilitation State Institution "Scientific-practical medical rehabilitation and diagnostic center of the Ministry of Health of Ukraine"

Areas of discussion:
- Medical examinations and psychophysiological assessment factors as to prevent driver’s errors in driving vehicles.
- Driver training skills of first aid - an important factor in the preservation of life and health of victims of road accidents.
- The organization and activities of emergency medical care on the roads of Ukraine.
- Organization and volume trauma care to victims in the accident.
- Problems and prospects of medical, psychological and social rehabilitation of victims of road accidents.
- Medical and psychological support of road safety in Israel.
- Experience of clinical and rehabilitation center "Levinstein" in the rehabilitation of victims of road accidents.
- Control of the functional state of the driver while driving: necessity and possible solutions.
- Medical and psychological monitoring of drivers of passenger vehicles
- The economic importance of medical and psychological examinations of drivers-professionals.
- Neural predicting of vascular disease in ensuring the safety of drivers.

**Moderators:**
- **Anatoliy Jena**, Chairman of the Association of psychophysiologists of Ukraine
- **Albert Feldman**, Director of Ukrainian-Israeli Institute for Strategic Studies of Golda Meir

**17:15 -18:15**

**Presentation of the international festival of films on road safety**

**Venue:** Exhibition and congress hall GRAND HALL

**Speakers:**
- **Joop Goos**, Former President of the International for Road Safety (PRI), Director of International Road Safety Film Festivals, the Netherlands
- **Maryna Dubrovina**, filmmaker, founder of MODERN UA MODERN UA - Production / Art Management / educational projects
- **Gennadiy Kofman**, Program Director of the festival Docudays UA
- **Vira Bichuya**, Advisor to the head of Ukravtodor

**Moderator:**
- **Albert Feldman**, Director of Ukrainian-Israeli Institute for Strategic Studies of Golda Meir

**18:45 - 20:50**

**Acceptance on behalf of the event organizers**

**June, 23 (Friday)**

**10:30 –12:00**

**Panel discussion:**
"Partnership for Road Safety increase"

**Venue:** Exhibition and congress hall GRAND HALL

**Speakers:**
- **Mykhailo Berlin**, Chairman of the Public Union "All-Ukrainian Partnership for Road Safety"
- **Nadiya Yamnenko**, Coordinator on first aid, the National Committee of the Red Cross Society of Ukraine
- **Artem Bidenko**, State Secretary of the Ministry of Information Policy of Ukraine
- **Teodora Andreeva**, Sector Manager, Transport policy, European Union Delegation to Ukraine
- **Jaroslav Ayrih**, Director of "Alor SPETSTEKHNIKA"
- **Maryna Dubrovina**, filmmaker, founder of MODERN UA MODERN UA - Production / Art Management / educational projects
- **Volodymyr Khomyn**, Vice-President of the Public Union "All-Ukrainian Partnership for Road Safety"
- **Iryna Zapatrina**, Chairman of the Ukrainian Center on promotion of public-private partnership,
Doctor of Economics
- Vitaliy Pcholkin, the National Assembly of People with Disabilities in Ukraine
- Oleg Panchenko, Head of the NGO "Ukrainian professional psychiatric league"
- Joop Goos, Former President of the International for Road Safety (PRI), Director of International Road Safety Film Festivals, the Netherlands
- Masha Olesya - Head of the Corporate Development Departement, UPG, filling stations network
- Eduard Ostapenko, producer of the "breaking news"

Areas of discussion:
- Effective interaction of state and expert communities which are solving the problems of road safety issues and identify implementation priorities
- Education in the field of road safety.
- Information campaigns aimed at safety traffic.
- Campaign aimed at ensuring road safety
- Public-private partnerships and road safety: new opportunities for problems solutions
- Star Driving School
- The role of the media in educating of road users’ behavior
- Project: "Save the life."

Moderator:
- Olexander Chaliy, Head of supervisory board of Public Union "All-Ukrainian Partnership for Road Safety"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:00-12:30</td>
<td>Coffe-break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 (12:45)-14:00 (14:15)</td>
<td>Gala-session: &quot;Safety on the roads of Ukraine for human life&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Venue: Exhibition and congress hall GRAND HALL

Speakers:
- Volodymyr Groysman - Prime Minister of Ukraine
- Yevgen Kravtsov, First Deputy Minister of Infrastructure of Ukraine
- Jaroslav Dubnevych, Chairman of the Committee Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on transport
- Arsen Avakov*, Minister of Internal Affairs of Ukraine
- Slavomir Novak, Acting Head of the State Agency of roads of Ukraine
- Liliya Chernyavskaya, Head of European Investment Bank representation in Ukraine
- Daniel Jacques, Support group for Ukraine, European Commission
- Joop Goos, Former President of the International for Road Safety (PRI), Director of International Road Safety Film Festivals, the Netherlands
- Raisa Panasyk *, Government Commissioner for persons with disabilities
- Denis Karelkskyh, Director of "Safe Roads in Ukraine"
- Raz Peleg, Regional sales director, Mobileye Vision Technologies Ltd

Areas of discussion:
- Reforming of road safety system as one of the priorities of the Government
- Priority strategic and tactical steps by the Government towards reforming of road safety system: what regulations the government intends to adopt on the organization of road safety system?
- Coordination of authorities’ actions on the organization of road safety system. Does it exist in Ukraine?
- The role of law enforcement agencies in reforming of road safety system
- A potential mechanism for funding of road safety system
- Implementation of best international practices for the organization of road safety system in Ukraine
- Raising of national and international investors’ and donors’ funds and their effective use.

**Moderator:**
- Pavlo Kuzheev, TV presenter and editor of "112 Ukraine"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14:00-14:30</th>
<th>Final press - conference *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Venue:** Exhibition and congress hall CHAMBER MEDIA (room №101)

* issues are under consideration